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Emphasize Impact

Make Reports More User-Friendly

Enhance The Engagement Process

Promote Policies to Foster Morale



As of June 30, 2019:

106 final reports

$384.5 million in questioned costs

$672.1 million in Funds Put to Better Use



 The ability to recognize your emotions as well as 
the emotions of others.

 Also known as Emotional Quotient or EQ.

 Life is 10% what happens to me and 90% how I 
react to it.



Signs of high EI:

 Open Minded
 Good Listener
 Doesn’t sugarcoat the truth
 Apologizes when wrong
 Handle criticism without denial, blame, excuse



Signs of low EI:

 Bull in a china shop
 Lashes out
 No self awareness
 No empathy
 Blames others for issues on team



We need to  understand the powerful effects of 
emotion.

Use this understanding to guide thinking and 
behavior.



 Emotionally intelligent workers go further in their 
career

 High EI can lead to improved mental and physical 
well being

 80% of millennials focus on EI as they develop their 
careers

 87% of millennials see strong connection between 
their motivation and EI of company leaders









Prior  to the industrial revolution-not much 
“management” at all –beyond a few kinds of 
organizations (the church, the military) little 
existed that we would recognize as 
managerial practice. 



Industrial revolution meant larger organizations and 
owners needed to depend on others, which we call 
“managers” to coordinate operations.  

The goal was to optimize the outputs that could be generated 
from a specific set of inputs.



 As time went on there was a shift to “knowledge 
work.” 

 Value created wasn’t created simply by having workers 
produce goods or execute tasks; value was also created 
by workers’ use of information. 



 Manager/subordinate relationship changed because when all 
the value in an organization walks out the door each evening, a 
different managerial style is required.

 More emphasis on motivation and engagement of workers. 



 “Work” itself is tinged with emotions, 
and managers are responsible for 
creating communities for those who 
work with them. 

 Managers are in a more participative 
coaching role and emotional 
intelligence factor becomes more 
critical. 



Daniel Goleman, Ph.D.

Helped popularize EI concepts







Self-awareness means having a deep understanding of 
one’s emotions…how their feelings affect them, other 
people and their job performance…



People with high skill level in self-awareness:

Emotional Awareness - recognizes one’s emotions and 
their effects. 

Realistic Self-Assessment - knowing one’s strengths 
and limits.

Self-Confidence - a strong sense of one’s self-worth 
and capabilities.  







Self-regulation, which is like an on-going inner 
conversation, is the component of EI that frees us 
from being prisoners of our feelings. People engaged 
in such a conversation…find ways to control 
(emotional impulses) and even to channel (emotions ) 
in useful ways… 



People with high skill level in self-regulation:

Have ability to control or redirect disruptive 
impulses and moods.

Think before acting.

Exhibit trustworthiness and integrity.

Embrace change.





Self-motivation- a passion to work for reasons that go 
beyond money or status. These folks have a deeply 
embedded desire to achieve for the sake of 
achievement.



People with high skill level in self-motivation:

Pursue goals with energy and persistence.

Have a strong drive to achieve.

Are optimistic even in face of failure.







Empathy means thoughtfully considering 
other’s feelings-along with other factors-in 
process of making intelligent decisions.



People with high skill level in social awareness have 
empathy:

Ability to understand emotional makeup of other people and 
treat people according to their emotional reactions.

Can put yourself in someone else’s shoes.

Promote collaboration.

Keep people informed during times of change.

Develop all staff to full potential so that staff are motivated 
and satisfied.







Adeptness at inducing desirable responses in 
others.



People with high skill level in relationship management are 
good at:

Communication.

Conflict Management.

Change catalyst.

Building bonds.

Leadership.





Each of us is continually adding to our 
emotional intelligence “puzzle”



No one is perfect.

Everyone needs to hone their skills.
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